
 
The Aggressor-Asserter 

Traits: ���
These individuals are competitive, ���

goal- oriented, and fast-paced. ���
To these people, time is money and money is time.���

���
Strengths: ���

Offering focus and making quick decisions.���
���

Weaknesses: ���
Overstepping their assignments, taking over tasks that 

have been assigned to others just to get them done.���
���

To effectively communicate with an Aggressor-
Asserter: 
•  Be brief, direct and concise. ���

•  Provide options.���

•  Avoid providing lots of details.���

•  Focus on results and return on investment.���

 
The Mediator 

Traits: ���
Calm, level-headed, great listeners, introverted. ���

They make decisions in a consensus manner.���
���

Strengths: ���
Hard-working and humble. They make great trainers and 

mentors due to their calming and supportive nature.���
���

Weaknesses: ���
They dislike conflict so they will internalize���
it and tolerate it. They are hesitant in their ���
approach, which slows decisions. They are ���

going to try to keep everyone happy.���
���

To effectively communicate with a Mediator: 
•  Be patient and logical.���

•  Praise them, but do so privately.���

•  Allow time for ideas to “simmer.” You will not 
get a quick answer.���

•  Use a steady, low-key approach.���

 
The Socializer 

Traits: ���
Charismatic, enthusiastic, lively, people- oriented.���

���

Strengths:  
Visual, creative, great motivators.���

���

Weaknesses: 
They do not keep track of time well;���
 enjoy being the center of attention.���

���

To effectively communicate with a Socializer: 
•  Allow time for social interaction.���

•  Put details in writing or email.���

•  Have a fast pace, positive approach.���

•  Use a whiteboard in your discussions. 
(Socializers are quite visual.)���

 
The Analyzer 

Traits: ���
These individuals are meticulous, introverted and task-

oriented. They could be considered perfectionists.���
���

Strengths: ���
Detail-oriented, problem solvers, ���
provide team with reality check.���

���

Weaknesses: ���
“Tunnel vision” on projects and���

 look for the perfect solution.���
���

To effectively communicate with an Analyzer: 
•  Be organized.���

•  Be logical. Support your position using facts. ���

•  Make sure that each point is understood before 
proceeding to the next one.���

•  Recognize that Analyzers are motivated by 
quality and data.���

Here for you as life happens … 
  

Your EAP is here to help with family, work, health and legal issues. 
To access your AWP EAP services, call 1-800-343-3822. 

EAP Services are provided at no cost and are 100%  confidential. 

Communication Styles 

AWP-COMMUNICATION-0614	  

Relying less on our digital devices to communicate and more on listening and ���
truly communicating with each other includes having a basic understanding of the ���
different styles of communication. Regardless of whether it’s with your employer,���

 co-worker or client, getting to know these different styles will help your communication:���
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